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One expensive longboard ride
Sam Landstra — Staff Writer

An assortment of “get well soon” cards
decorate an end table placed next to the hospital
bed of Alan Park. One shows a picture of
friends; another rests unopened in its envelope.
A pile of medical paperwork and broken glasses
also clutter the nondescript piece of furniture.
Jazmín Mendieta and Hannah Vanderhooft
huddle around the bedside and look upon their
sleeping friend with a mixture of care and
worry. An entanglement of tubes and wires
dripping fluids and recording vitals sprout from
Park, who lays propped up at a 45-degree angle
in the bed. A pair of compression sleeves to
prevent muscular atrophy hug his legs.
In the corner traces of sunshine filter through
fully drawn blinds and glint off the woodpaneled floor in the otherwise dark room located
in the neurosurgery wing of McKennan Hospital
in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Park requires low
brightness for his light-sensitive eyes.
The trio sits in silence. The sterile air feels
heavy. Only the steady beep of a monitor or
distant closing of a door breaks the prayerful
quiet.
“Welcome to my home,” Park says, at long
last.

Despite the clipboard at the end of his bed
detailing a fractured temporal lobe with internal
bleeding of the brain, despite his tired eyes and
limited conversation ability, Vanderhooft and
Mendieta know their friend is still himself,
cracking jokes in his hospital gown.
The Paraguayan international student and East
Hall LCA suffered traumatic head injuries from
a longboarding accident, causing a weeklong
stay in the hospital this past September.
On a Saturday evening, Park hopped on his
electric Blitzart longboard after dinner and
headed out on his routine circuit. He would
exit his LCA apartment, ride towards KDCR
on the 6th St. sidewalk, loop around Covenant
Hall a handful of times, and head back though
the middle of campus. The route takes less than
ten minutes and is always accompanied by jazz,
classical, or heavy metal music.
Park set out at a steady pace and turned a
corner onto the East/North Hall fire lane.
“There was a crack on the ground, and I
was like, ‘Oh, I see that crack. It’s not going
to do anything to me because I’m an expert at
longboarding,’” Park said. “So, I just went for
it.”
The jagged break in the cement jolted Park
and his board off, causing him to fall.

“One part of my brain was like, ‘Okay you’re
losing balance and you’re gonna fall,’’” Park
said. “And the other part was like, ‘You’re
losing balance, but you’re going to be okay like
always.’”
Park collided headfirst into the pavement. The
impact mangled his glasses and cracked his
skull.
“And boom,” Park said. “That was it.”
Some moments later, while Park lay dazed
on the ground, a student ran to his assistance
and helped Park inside. He struggled to remain
upright. A distant pain shot from the back of his
head. His ear was bleeding. Park might have
blacked out during these disoriented moments,
but he doesn’t quite remember.
After a CT scan at the Sioux Center Hospital
revealed a fractured temporal lobe, Park rode in
an ambulance to McKennan Hospital in Sioux
Falls, where a specialist could treat him. His
sense of time and awareness slipped away. Even
though he remained in the hospital for a week,
Park felt it lasted only three or four days.
Mendieta, a fellow LCA, was relaxing in her
apartment that same Saturday night when she
received a text asking if Park was okay after a
longboard accident. She didn’t know.
“When someone falls from a longboard you
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expect a scratched knee or a broken arm,”
Mendieta said.
The next day, however, Park’s father
informed her of the situation over the
phone. Mendieta, along with Vanderhooft,
traveled to visit their friend two days later.
Continued on page 3

Trump impeachment inquiry Beyond a prank: East Hall feels
timeline
effects of policy violations
Logan Aukes — Staff Writer

Even with the 2020 presidential election less
than a year away, Democrats show no intentions
of waiting until then for a chance to remove
President Trump from office.
In the latest episode of the Trump impeachment
saga, the House Judiciary Committee will hold
a public hearing on Monday, Dec. 9, in which
they plan to consider evidence against President
Trump.
The evidence they plan to consider stems from
a formal impeachment inquiry launched by
Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi, on Sept. 24
after a member of the CIA approached Congress
with concerns about Trump’s use of power.
The whistleblower alleged that President
Trump threatened to withhold U.S. military
assistance if the Ukrainian president, Volodymyr
Zelensky, did not launch an investigation

into the Ukrainian business dealings of
Hunter Biden, son of Democratic presidential
candidate, Joe Biden. In the same report, which
the Justice Department kept private until it
surfaced in mid-September, the whistleblower
also accused the White House of covering up
Trump’s behavior.
Following a string of public outrage, the
White House released the whistleblower’s full
accusations in a memo on Sept. 25 and 26.
Although Trump and his officials have
repeatedly denied the allegations, the memo
has been largely corroborated by a phone
call released by the White House between
Trump and Zelensky and testimony from State
Department officials.
In the opening lines of his testimony, William
Taylor, a U.S. diplomate in Ukraine, said that
he understood there to be a clear quid pro quo
Continued on page 3
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Spencer Short — Staff Writer

Pranks. Love them or hate them, Dordt has a
lot of them. It’s nearly impossible to go at least
one week without hearing about something that
someone has done for a good laugh. Wrapping
up someone’s room in Christmas wrapping
paper over Thanksgiving Break, someone
somehow putting pumpkins on top of each point
of the Campus Center, and, the most recent
one, the theft of Student Government’s yellowhand chair and placing it on the overhang to
the Campus Center. Light-hearted, mostly
harmless, and usually stupid--the normal Dordt
prank.
But per every few ‘good’ pranks, there’s
always a bad one. The fire alarm debacle of
last year, which many East Hall residents may
remember where the fire alarm was pulled at
3 A.M. two nights in a row over finals week,
leading to a possible case of serious property
damage to the vehicle of the instigating student,
is a prime example of how things can get out of
hand quickly.
This year, students have been caught spraying
urine at one another (which is classified as
assault, a felony), throwing flour through
windows, riding bikes through the halls in the
early hours of the morning (breaking the East
Hall water fountain in the process), and, most
recently, the theft of the entire 3rd Floor East
Hall bathroom’s shower drains.
“These are not pranks, these are policy
violations,” said Derek Buteyn, Dordt’s Director
of Residence Life. “We [Residence Life] are
okay with pranks, as long as they’re enjoyable,
everyone involved feels fine afterwards, and
there’s next to no mess to clean up afterwards.
We’re looking to create a comfortable, close
community that works well together and create

a culture of accountability.”
With two counts of felonies taking place in
two consecutive years by different groups of
people, the question of whether or not this is
to become a trend, especially within the men’s
dorms where most of this activity takes place, is
fresh on everyone’s mind.
One student, who will remain anonymous, sent
a very strongly worded letter to Sam Roskamp,
Dordt’s Learning Area Communicator,
President Hoekstra, and the East Hall Third
Floor stating his dissatisfaction with how the
situation was handled in regards to the recent
East Hall shower drain theft, which caused
maintenance to shut off water to that floor,
essentially making only one shower usable at
certain periods of the day.
“Did all of us in East Hall, Third Floor gang
up to accomplish this absolutely wicked, evil
and asinine prank? Of course not. Are we all
paying the consequences? Yes. Is this fair?
Absolutely not. I understand life is hardly fair,
but when I’m attending a school with a $40,000
dollar tuition rate, I expect to be able to at least
maintain my personal appearance and hygiene,”
said the writer of the email.
Continued on page 3
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“Dordtspeak” trumps biblical A thankful state of mind
teaching?
Lauren Hoekstra — Staff Writer

Benjamin Boersma — Staff Writer

At Dordt, CORE-399 is universally known as
that class: the ultimate CORE-100, something
to get out of the way before you graduate, the
class that sends seniors to snooze town. But the
problem with CORE-399
isn’t so much with the professors or the way
the material is presented. The real problem lies
much deeper.
Most students truly want to think critically
about life. We want to know what works and
what doesn’t. But either we already know the
course material without taking the class, or we
have a different approach that works for us. I
haven’t done a single reading for CORE-399,
but I can participate in class like I read the
books cover to cover. Meanwhile, I have a
friend who wants to learn how to reflect on his
own tendencies, but he has his own techniques.
The course material simply doesn’t work for
him.
In fact, most of what CORE-399 tries to teach
is better left for us to find out on our own. Of
the students taking CORE-399, there are those
like me who already know the material and
are getting nothing new. They go to class and
are bored. Then there are those, also like me,
who have many of the same viewpoints as the
professors, but they either have a different name
for them or do them differently than how the
class dictates. They go to class and are confused.
Then there are those, again, a lot like me, who
are so deeply entrenched in some of their habits
that no amount of time in a classroom is going
to change them. They go to class and wish they
were somewhere else — if they come to class
at all.
But the biggest problem with CORE-399
is that there is little to no direction from the

only infallible source of direction: the Bible.
Lecture is spent discussing Dordt-approved
scholars who often get taken out of context. The
assignments consist of getting force-fed a way
of doing Christianity that strips it of its relevance
or promotes a technique that simply doesn’t
work for some students. Only one assignment
and one lecture this semester incorporated the
Bible. The only time a class discussion brought
it up was when a student pressed the issue. The
only time we got to apply it was when someone
brought a professor out of retirement to cover
for a professor stuck in Australia.
We’re looking for ways to live out our faith
after we graduate. I would think that the one
book that gives sound principles for how to
do so and was written by an expert in His field
(AKA: the divinely-inspired Bible) would
figure prominently in lecture, assignments, and
discussions, especially at a Christian institution.
But apparently, a two-thousand-year-old
compilation from the ancient Middle East is too
out of date for our modern, Western university
setting?
We may be “always reforming,” but we tend
to forget the rest of the phrase: “according to the
Word of God.” The power of Christianity is not
found in a person’s devotional habits. It is not
found in reading Walsh and Middleton or Jamie
Smith. It is not found in Abraham Kuyper, as
much as we like to patronize him at Dordt. It
is not found in identifying deforming influences
and spirits of the age, nor is it found in seeking
shalom for every square inch. It certainly isn’t
found in my ability to pass CORE-399. The
power of the gospel is in Christ alone, and
Him crucified. He is the only one who can
transform our hearts and minds through His
word. Everything else must be brought into
submission to His authority.

A whole new world awaits: the
advent of Disney Plus
Lindsay Kuiper — Staff Writer

Students gather in freshman Emma Lamfers’
dorm room, wrapped in blankets and passing
around popcorn and jellybeans. They sit on
beds and face a TV showing Home Alone. The
main character Kevin McAllister gives his bitter
greeting, resulting in laughter from everyone in
the room: “Merry Christmas, ya filthy animal!”
Situations like these happen frequently around
Dordt’s campus. Now that Disney Plus has been
released, students have been given the option to
incorporate beloved childhood movies or TV
shows into nights in with friends. On Dordt’s
campus, where binge-watching and movie
marathons is a commonality, Disney Plus has
become an important service for some students.
“I love Disney movies. They’re just happy,
and they make me smile,” Lamfers said. “You
don’t have to worry about inappropriate things,
which I like.”
Disney Plus released on November 12 and
costs $6.99 a month. On the first day of its
release, the site experienced numerous glitches
and crashes due to the sheer number of people
trying to watch at the same time.
According to an article from CNET, Disney
claims that Disney Plus will be the future of the
company, but some data would beg to differ.
Google has shown four times as many people

are searching how to cancel Disney Plus than
those googling how to cancel Netflix. However,
their partnership with Verizon means that
customers with an unlimited 4G LTE or 5G
account can watch Disney free for a year.
Lamfers has taken advantage of the
partnership and currently has a free trial. “I’m
hoping to watch as many movies as possible
before the year ends so I don’t have to renew,”
she said. Some of the movies she’s watched so
far include Pirates of the Caribbean, Monsters
Inc, and Finding Nemo.
While some students immediately bought
Disney Plus as soon as they heard about it,
others are more hesitant. Senior Mikaela Van
Soelen hasn’t bought the subscription because
she thinks she would be too busy to indulge,
especially around the Christmas season. “Kudos
to the people that have time for Disney Plus,”
Van Soelen said. “I’m too busy being jolly.”
Lamfers enjoys the social opportunities that
come with owning Disney Plus. “It’s a good
way to get to know people,” she said, “because
they hear I have it and then I can invite them
over and get to know them,”
If you “just can’t wait to be king” and
subscribe to “a whole new world” of movies,
you can “go the distance” and buy the “bare
necessities of life” on disneyplus.com.
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A practice common in my family, especially
when my brother and I were younger, was to
go around the table on Thanksgiving and have
everyone share one thing they were thankful
for. For me, this didn’t really mean anything. I
would usually say something like “my friends”
or “mashed potatoes” or something that would
be a given.
However, as I get older, I am noticing things
that I never would have noticed when I was
younger. This Thanksgiving, I was thankful for
friends who had my back in hard times, for the
ability to see the vibrant colors of fall and for
cars that start reliably every year.
But why do we all wait until the holiday
season to be grateful?
Around the holiday season, I see lots of posts
of gratitude, whether that’s for friends, family,
significant others, pet dogs or sunsets.
Yes, these are all great things to be thankful
for. But when was the last time that you
considered what a gift it is to have fresh clean
water to drink? Or hot showers whenever you
want? Or consistent electricity? Or so many
different food options at the Commons or Grille
or at your house?
All of these things are gifts that many people,
both in our country and around the world, do
not have access to. By taking these for granted,
we are basically ignoring God’s blessings and
gifts to us.
When you approach each day with a sense
of thankfulness, you are focusing on what you
have rather than what you do not have. This is
so much healthier for the mind!
According to the National Institute of Health,
practicing consistent gratitude helps relieve
stress, lowers risk of heart disease, diminish
depressive symptoms, among others.
People who practice thankfulness more often
tend to be more relaxed, more resilient and have
a more positive outlook on life. This impacts
their personalities and self-esteem so they
are able to cultivate deeper relationships with
people who want to be around them.
If we adopt thankfulness as a lifestyle instead
of a temporary mindset during just the holidays,
the way we interact with the world and the
people in it will change.
However, for us in our twenty-first century
lives, it is difficult to always be thankful. Why
is that?
Maybe we are so busy with our things and our
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lives that we tend to be distracted. Life becomes
more about “me” and what “I” want.
Being thankful doesn’t have to be hard or a
chore. There are some small things that students
can do to foster thankfulness year-round. An
easy way to stay grateful is by writing thank
you notes. This helps the person write express
their gratitude and can also help build better
relationships. Even an anonymous, a thank you
letter can be treasured for years to come by the
recipient.
Keeping a journal, either gratitude or general,
is a way to keep thinking about the things that
you’re thankful for, and it is easy to go back
and refresh your memory on what you were
thankful for in the past.
Another way to stay grateful is by volunteering
or paying it forward. This can be as easy as
paying for the drink of the person next in line
at the coffee shop or helping out at a clothing
drive in your community. Volunteering is a winwin for all the parties involved. It helps those in
need, and it helps us appreciate what we might
normally take for granted.
Once we learn that practicing thankfulness
can add to overall happiness, we may be able to
solve a lot of problems.
Change on the macro-level in society can only
be accomplished by first starting at the microlevel, with each individual making the change
in themselves.
Each person has to first make the decision that
this is how I want to approach life. It requires
that person to have a degree of self-reflection
and to take the time to look at how you approach
life. Then you make a conscious choice. You
choose to be grateful for what you have at that
moment. But first, you have to recognize that
it’s a choice.

Seven tips for surviving
your first winter
Juliana Martinez — Staff Writer

The sound of snowplows in the morning,
white eyelashes because of wind and frost, dark
mornings and cold nights… yep, it’s winter in
Iowa.
Kacy Haynes, a first-year transfer from
Tucson, Arizona, compared living in Iowa to
“walking through the Costco freezer section…
for four months straight.” The only difference is
that Iowa winter hits you with snow and wind,
and the Costco freezer has a massive exit (and
endless food). Iowa brings no such hope.
Okay, you’re right. I’m being dramatic. But
don’t get me wrong, Iowa winters are BRUTAL.
So, I have gathered some of my favorite
#lifehacks for surviving your winters at Dordt.
#1. Get a substantial jacket… preferably, one
that covers your derriere. That ten-dollar jacket
you found in the Aeropostale clearance section
is NOT warm enough. If you’re going to be
here for four years, invest in a jacket that will
keep you warm from Covey to the classroom
building.
#2. Purchase vitamin D drops or pills to
consume every day. If you’re from a sunny
state (such as Texas, California, or my lovely
home state of Arizona), you are in for a rude
awakening in the coming months. Following
the Iowa winter, your skin will be the palest
it has ever been. Don’t be alarmed, just make

sure to hit up a beach or take lots of hikes as
soon as May arrives. All jokes aside, seasonal
depression is a real problem and vitamin D will
significantly help your mood and outlook on
life.
#3. Buy a pair of rain boots (Hunter® are my
personal favorite, but Walmart provides some
good competition) or snow boots with a good
grip. Your Uggs might be cute, but they will not
suffice when ice is present. Trust me.
#4. Stock up on food. I know that the commons
and grille are delicious, but you are not going to
want to leave your room more than you have to
during a blizzard. (I may or may not have eaten
oatmeal every day for two weeks during my
freshman year… just saying.)
#5. Two words: Heated. Blankets.
#6. If you have a hard time getting warm
after a brisk walk to the campus center, buy hot
hands®! They also sell toe inserts which are
IDEAL for watching hockey games or taking
a Dordt walk with your significant other in the
winter months.
#7. Have some fun with winter activities:
from going sledding in Sioux City, to making
hot cocoa with friends, to attending hockey
games or going ice skating. Make winter more
bearable by having fun! (read: push people in
the snow while it’s still fluffy and not hard as
a rock.)
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(cont.) one expensive long- (cont.) beyond a prank: East
board ride
Hall feels effects of policy
violations

Continued from page 1
The smell of antiseptic lingered in the room.
Vanderhooft sat in a chair next to Park, and
Mendieta talked to the doctors. The two had
brought some pictures of friends to keep Park
company. A concussion-induced fatigue kept
chatter at a minimum.
“This is not Alan,” Mendieta said. “I could see
he had the spunk in him, but it was a very tired
Alan, a very quiet Alan.”
A nurse shone a flashlight in Park’s eyes,
examined his ears, asked him to wiggle his
toes, gave him a dosage of Tylenol, and tested
the strength of his arms. When four hours had
passed, she would do it all again.
“If I want to pee? Nurse. If I want to walk?
Nurse.” Park said. “Everything is a nurse.”
Doctors had thought Park needed open head
surgery to drain the dangerous pool of blood
and air bubbles accumulating in his brain
but later opted for intense monitoring. Most
individuals who suffer a cracked temporal bone
do not survive. If they do, damaged nerves often
cause paralysis in the face. Park was fortunate.
Before leaving, Mendieta and Vanderhooft
read passages from Romans 8 and James 1 over
Park. The verses, read first in Spanish and then
in English, speak of present suffering and future
glorification. In Africa, Canada, and Paraguay,
the families of respective LCAs lifted up
prayers of healing.
“There you could just see that God is God
everywhere,” Mendieta said. “We can see a
community of believers praying in foreign

countries for a beloved son of God.”
Park returned to campus the following
Saturday and began the difficult transition back
to college life. A bottle of Tylenol and darkened
prescription glasses did their best to keep his
headache at bay while he worked on missed
schoolwork from his apartment. The lingering
effects of his concussion prevented him from
going to class for two more weeks. He could
concentrate, but only for so long.
Jan Park, a brother, flew from Paraguay to
assist Park during his outpatient recovery. He
cooked meals and spent time with him over the
next several days.
The prayers and help of others worked
together with time and the pain faded away.
Park returned to class. Cognitive function
improved.
“It was really comforting.” Vanderhooft said.
“After seeing him not able to open his eyes it
was good to see Alan moving around and acting
like himself.”
A dulled function of the senses sticks around,
though. When Park attended the Curry Craze
this October, he could not smell the distinct
aroma rising from the dishes. The sharp zing of
Sprite tastes more like carbonated water. Park
hopes time heals these wounds as well. Most
doctors predict improvement.
“It was lame,” Park said, reflecting on his
accident. “Unlucky that I fell, unlucky that I
cracked my skull, but lucky that I didn’t die…
That was an expensive longboard ride.”
He laughs.”

Continued from page 1
But Residence Life, along with the Resident
Assistants of both North and East Hall are
trying their best to respond to these situations as
quickly as possible. Chase Pheifer, an East Hall
R.A., was the first one involved when another
“prank,” the urine situation, first arose.
“I was on duty that night, making my rounds,
and I noticed what was going on,” said Pheifer.
“I went and got another R.A., and we confronted
the people who were doing it, talked to them
about what was going on, and got everything
documented. We as R.A.’s aren’t looking
to catch you, we just want to maintain a safe
community and develop better people.”

Although things may seem bigger than they
actually are at the time, both Buteyn and others
are very confident that cases of these kinds
of activities aren’t seen to be rising but are
isolated incidents that are handled efficiently,
effectively, and with grace in mind.
“Every year you’re bound to encounter
problems, and these students have made
poor decisions that certainly don’t reflect the
broader community. I don’t think that things
are trending in a negative way,” said Buteyn.
“We aren’t trying to condone tattling, we’re just
trying to enforce standards that lead to a closer
community working well together.”

(cont.) Trump impeachment
Rhinos face extinction as
inquiry timeline
Christians face facts
Photo by Spencer Short

Continued from page 1
agreement between the U.S. and Ukraine—a
relationship arranged by Trump.
Despite Taylor’s seemingly damning
remarks, some are dismissing the impeachment
proceedings on the basis of what they feel are
misplaced motivations.
“Democrats are intent on impeaching President
Trump for something. It really doesn’t matter
to them what it is,” said Heritage Foundation
legal scholar Tom Jipping on The Daily Signal
Podcast. “If those [articles of impeachment]
were blank pieces of paper, the House would
still vote to impeach President Trump.”
Trump agrees, deeming the impeachment
process thus far as a “witch hunt.”
But, while Republicans believe that
Democrats are only bent on removing President
Trump from office, Democrats feel they have a
constitutional basis for doing so.
Ahead of the Judiciary Committee’s Dec.
9 hearing, the committee released a report
explaining why Trump’s behavior constitutes an
impeachable defense. According to BBC News,
the report focuses its attention on the founding
fathers’ reasons for including an impeachment
provision in our country’s founding documents
as well as addressing issues Trump officials
have with the way Democrats have handled
their impeachment inquiry.
“The Framers worst nightmare is what we are
facing in this very moment,” said Jerry Nadler,

the Democratic chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, in a December 7 tweet. “President
Trump abused his power, betrayed our national
security, and corrupted our elections, all for
personal gain. The Constitution details only one
remedy for this misconduct: impeachment.”
However, even if the committee’s hearings
eventually lead to a House vote supporting
Trump’s impeachment, Democrats still face an
uphill battle. The final decision rests with the a
Republican-controlled Senate where Democrats
would need 67 of 100 senators to also vote in
support of impeachment—an event that has
never happened in U.S. history.
Until then, American electorates are left to
watch the faces of their two major political
parties battle it out over interpretations of a
phone call that “could not have been nicer,
warmer, or better,” said President Trump.
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The day dawned dark as the last Sumatran
Rhino died in Malaysia. The hope of reviving
the species lay with this female, and her dying
breath expelled that hope.
Since the species dwindled to the last few
in the early 2000’s, officials in Malaysia were
thrilled when they captured a male Sumatran
Rhino in 2008. They named him Tam and
tried to pair him with their two other females,
Iman and Puntung, in hopes of breeding the
next generation. Instead, things took a sharp
downward turn.
In a National Geographic article, Margaret
Kinnaird, wildlife practice leader for WWF
International, said, “We hung so much hope
on Tam to produce offspring in captivity, but
that hope was dashed when the remaining two
females at Tabin were unable to carry fetuses.”
Tam, the last male Sumatran Rhino, died soon
after in May 2019, without leaving a legacy.
Within six months, the other two females also
perished, Iman being the final casualty on
November 23.
The original loss of this species is attributed
to habitat loss and poaching. This tragic event
is a wake-up call to take better care of the
environment.
“It’s very sad that this whole situation has
occurred, because each animal is part of God’s
creation,” said Mikayla Balt, an Environmental
Studies and Natural Resource Management
major at Dordt. “We should be protecting them,
not destroying them.”
Fellow Environmental Studies student
Jemmie Harrouff hopes this situation will serve
as a catalyst for change.
“It’s really sad whenever another animal
[species] dies [off],” Harrouff said. “It also will
hopefully wake people up to saving the animals
we have now.”
Officials are desperately trying to find a way
to bring the Sumatran Rhino back to Malaysia.
There are less than 80 Sumatran Rhino left in
the entire world, but several have been located
on nearby islands Sumatra and Kalimantan.

The plan is to capture as many wild rhinos as
possible and transport them to a monitored
sanctuary.
This isn’t the first time attempts have been
made to breed the rhino in captivity. The
females kept aborting the calves, and now
officials are concerned about the bottleneck
effect: the population is so few that there is not
enough genetic diversity.
So, we must ask, what is to stop the species
from going extinct again?
This is not a simple issue to fix. Harrouff
believes educating the public is an important
step, followed by policy changes. She
acknowledges that it isn’t cheap and encourages
resources to be put toward saving the animals
we have now, rather than diverting them to
bring back species that are already gone.
Dordt students constantly hear about the
cultural mandate, but how often is it applied?
An entire species faces extinction. Where are
the Christians that are called to redeem creation?
“It’s going against the cultural mandate, which
is to fill the earth,” Balt said. “We’re supposed
to be taking care of it, and when God’s creation
dies, that’s not really fulfilling it.”
“I know a lot of people think that [the cultural
mandate is] just to harness and use natural
resources, but it’s also to do that in a sustainable
way, to maintain their integrity,” Harrouff said.
“I believe that God made some of creation just
for us to enjoy aesthetically; it has intrinsic
value. It doesn’t have to be doing something
for us.”
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The making of Airwaves
Emi Stewart — Staff Writer

While most Dordt students are wrapping up
term papers, cramming for exams, or preparing
presentations for their classes, a gaggle of digital
media majors are putting the final touches on
something a bit more dramatic.
Each fall, Short Film Production (COMM350) brings together a small group — usually
no larger than 6 students — of digital media
majors to bring an original story to life on the
big screen. The dramatic thriller Airwaves is

the latest product of the course. From inception
to script writing, casting, shooting, reshooting,
editing, and the premiere, this group is
responsible for the entire process.
Although he teaches the class, Professor
Mark Volkers likens his contribution to that of
executive producer.
“I’m behind the scenes,” said Volkers.
“Pushing and prodding and poking and
encouraging.”
One standout element of the class in respect
to other digital media courses is specialization;
instead of having to juggle multiple roles at
once, the participating students are assigned one
major crew position, such as director or editor.
“That specialization is really big,” said
Volkers. “It’s like a big orchestra, and you get
to play one instrument instead of trying to play
them all.”
Daniel Kwantes, senior digital media major,
worked as the director for this semester’s
production. According to Kwantes, leading the
pack was quite the feat. Getting six different
minds to rally together around a singular
creative vision is no small task.
“As a director, I wanted to make sure that
people felt safe, even with criticism,” said
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Kwantes. He understands that personal feelings
cannot be swept aside with artistic endeavors.
“You want to be separate from the work you do,
but there are a lot of emotions mixed into the
work you do.”
Cinematographer Nicholas Schell, a junior
in the Digital Media Program, says that
perfectionism was a particularly taxing struggle
of his throughout this experience. The first
shoot was a nerve-wracking event for him.
“Of course, I’m nervous that day,” said
Schnell. “But then you get to that point where
something, either by accident or by some
Godsend, it just works out and it’s this beautiful
thing… like, by turning on a light that you

didn’t think you’d need, all of a sudden this shot
has 10 times more meaning than it did before.”
Even though this process had all the members
of the group working overtime to get the
finished product out, they all banded together to
make it happen.
Extended hours in the digital media lab are to
be expected for an intense, production-heavy
class like COMM-350. Caffeine now runs
through the veins of this crew. One of the lab
lockers now serves as home to a shrine of empty
Mountain Dew cans.
“I used to have a love/hate relationship with
coffee,” said Kwantes. “I’m all-in now. I’m
dedicated.”

The Irishman: long but For the first time in forever...
worth it
or since 2013
Zach Dirksen — Staff Writer

When we first see Frank Sheeran in Martin
Scorcese’s The Irishman, he’s sitting alone in
a nursing home. He easily blends in with all the
other aged residents of the home. Frank is just
another old man, but, as The Irishman plays on,
we learn that he’s anything but.
Frank’s a truck driver, or rather, he was a
truck driver. Back in the 50’s, Frank ran sides
of beef across Pennsylvania. It’s a stable job
for young Frank, who is trying to raise a family
after returning from WWII. It pays well, and the
Teamsters Union has provided him with cushy
benefits and protections. Protections just cushy
enough, we learn, for Frank to get off scot-free
for selling some of that beef to local mobsters.
Frank’s a master at following orders,
something that mobster Russell Bufalino uses
to his advantage. Russell and Frank form an
instant bond. Russell becomes a close friend
and boss, and Frank proves to be a reliable
asset to the Philadelphia Mob. He’ll smuggle
goods, beat people up, and, on occasion, “paint
a house”—a euphemism for shooting people.
Frank proves to be so reliable that Russell sets
him up with a job in the Teamsters Union, right
underneath The Man himself, Union President
Jimmy Hoffa. Hoffa’s a rising troublemaker for
the US Government, as his constant pressing
for better conditions of the Teamsters often
threatens to put the economy on-hold.
Frank becomes Hoffa’s bodyguard and the
liaison between the Union and the Mob, which
has a vested interest in Hoffa’s activities. Just
as he grew close to Russell, Frank also grows
to love and idolize Hoffa. Thus, Frank always
finds himself as the servant of two masters: the
Mob and Jimmy Hoffa. Eventually, tensions
between Russell and Hoffa come to a breaking
point, and Frank must choose which master he’s
going to continue to serve.
Scorcese’s made a lot of gangster movies
during his legendary career. Goodfellas and
Casino are fun, engaging crime flicks that
simultaneously glorify crime while hammering
home the disastrous effects it can have. The
Irishman, while lacking the youthful energy of
those two movies, follows suit.
The true strength of The Irishman comes in
its performances and its screenplay, and boy,
are they powerhouses. Robert De Niro (with the
help of some incredibly unnoticeable de-aging
CGI) is fantastic as Frank Sheeran. Sheeran,
who spends his entire life following orders,
adopts the likeness of an uber-violent Forrest
Gump, shaping history with actions that never
truly seem relevant to him until he’s too old

to make amends. The two most impressive
performances, however, come from Al Pacino
as Jimmy Hoffa and Joe Pesci as Russell
Bufalino. Pacino brings an energy to Hoffa that
is palpable, making the real historical figure
into a larger-than-life persona. Pesci, on the
other hand, plays Russell with a quiet dignity, a
change of pace from the short, angry character
he perfected in Goodfellas and Home Alone.
In short, Pacino and Pesci are amazing in this
movie, and they both deserve Oscars.
Steven Zaillian, The Irishman’s screenwriter,
crammed every possible detail into his script,
leading to an intimidating runtime of 3 ½ hours.
I realize that this may be more time than many
readers may want to commit, but I promise you,
it is worth it. Through those 3+ hours, we live
as Frank lives, we see each and every negative
thing he does. The gravity of each murder, each
compromise, each immoral act sticks with us
as if we did them ourselves. In the end, when
Frank looks back on his life, he sees the wrongs
he committed, and how it’s alienated him from
the rest of the world. We feel that with him, and
to me, that’s more than worth 3+ hours of my
time.
A few months back, Martin Scorcese publicly
declared his disdain for Marvel movies and was
met with scorn and outrage. I don’t agree with
his comments, but I don’t necessarily agree
with his detractors either. Marvel movies have
their worth, and millions of people see them
each year. What Scorcese meant, however, is
that big flashy cinematic products all-too-often
overshadow the deep, meaningful films that
also occupy the movie theatres—films like The
Irishman. The good news is, The Irishman is on
Netflix, and the only thing keeping people away
is a subscription.
So, if you have time, watch The Irishman.
It’s one of the best films of the year and it’s
probably right at your fingertips. If you don’t
have time, there are plenty of people on the
internet who’ve written guides to watching it in
manageable chunks. Either way, don’t sleep on
this film.
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Gretchen Lee— Staff Writer

After the smashing success of Frozen in 2013,
it was only a matter of time before Disney
created a thrilling sequel. Since the release
of the first teaser trailer earlier this year, fans
have been waiting with bated breath to see if
Frozen 2 would be as successful as the first, or
if it would join the ranks of many other Disney
sequel flops.
In my humble opinion, Frozen 2 is just as
much of a success as its predecessor.
Frozen 2, begins with a flashback to Elsa
and Anna’s youth as their father tells them a
bedtime story about an enchanted forest to
the north of Arendelle. The people there, the
Northuldra, formed an alliance with the people
of Arendelle…until something went wrong,
and the two groups began to fight one another.
Since then, no one has been able to get in or
out of the forest. The storyline then picks up a
few years after the first film left off, with the
characters preparing for a fall celebration. Olaf
(Josh Gad), the loveable sentient snowman,
is experiencing the hardships of growing up;
Anna (Kristen Bell), the youngest princess, is
trying to raise Olaf’s spirits and keep an eye
on her older sister; Kristoff (Jonathan Groff),
Anna’s boyfriend, is trying to set up the perfect
marriage proposal with his trusty reindeer, Sven;
Elsa (Idina Menzel), the queen of Arendelle
who possesses magical ice powers, is trying
to ignore the singing voice that only she can
hear. As Elsa discovers that the voice is coming
from the magical forest her father told her about
when she was young, she and the other main
characters head to the north to find the source
so that they may set Elsa’s mind at ease, and
possibly discover the source of her powers.
From there, the plot becomes more convoluted
and is difficult to explain without giving away
spoilers, but it is incredibly well-written. The
character development between the first Frozen
movie and this one is evident enough for the
audience to believe that several years have
passed, but there is still room for the characters
to grow over the course of the movie. New

characters were interesting and added to the
story without taking over the plot.
The songs were also excellent, although they
were not quite as catchy as the songs from the
first film. Many of them sounded very similar,
which made it hard for any of the songs to stand
out. The exception, of course, being the longawaited solo by Kristoff, “Lost in the Woods,”
which was a delightfully weird 80’s love ballad
with reindeer backup singers. While this song
was a little out-of-place with the rest of the
film, it was easily one of the funniest, but also
most meaningful, scenes in the movie. While
Kristoff is still a supporting character in this
film, he begins to stick out as an individual and
may have earned the title of Best Disney Prince
with his touching supportiveness towards Anna
and Elsa, excellent humor, and willingness to
express his feelings, even if he is a bit clumsy.
Other songs, like “Into the Unknown” and
“Show Yourself,” were paired well with the
visuals of the movie, which made them cool
in the grand scheme of the film, but otherwise
they didn’t really give me the same emotional
reaction that I had to “Let it Go.” The lack of
emotional reaction to these, however, was more
than made up for by other scenes and bits of
dialogue throughout the film.
Technically speaking, this movie is beyond
gorgeous. Every scene has tedious effort put
into the animation that makes the entire film
look like a moving work of art. The colors of
each scene beautifully reflect the mood of what
is happening in the story. Overall, the animation
department for Frozen 2 went above and beyond
in their work, and the results are astonishing.
Overall, this is a well-written movie with great
music, fun and unique characters, stunning
visuals, and enough unexpected turns to keep
everyone engaged. It’s a great movie for the
whole family.
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Wind Symphony prepares for Christmas
Benjamin Boersma — Staff Writer

Tuesday afternoon on December 3, the band
room in the B. J. Haan Auditorium begins to
fill with the sound of musicians. Some chatting,
others warming up their instruments, all while
Dr. Onsby Rose, director of bands here at
Dordt, steps up to the large, plexiglass music
stand, getting ready to go through the music for
this Friday’s Christmas concert.
“I try to make sure the concert program is
varied in order to keep it interesting for the
players and audience, as well as an educational
experience for all,” Rose said, “My typical
layout for a concert is ‘old, new, borrowed,
blue, and a march.’”
From this pattern comes the theme for
Friday night. The old piece is one by Vincent
Persichetti, written in the 1950’s. The new

piece is one of Rose’s own compositions,
containing snatches of the hymn “When Peace
like a River.” The “borrowed” is a modern
arrangement of an African-American spiritual.
“Blue” refers to a piece by Stephen Montague,
which features primarily brass and percussion
melodies, as well as a slower tempo. The march
sounds like something from John Phillip Sousa,
but is actually by an early twentieth-century
composer, Alonzo Elliot.
“Musically, we play the Persichetti piece
well,” Rose tells the band during rehearsal.
Some rhythms gave them a bit of trouble near
the middle of the piece. Each time, Rose stops,
backs up a few measures, and leads the band
back through. At one point, near the fiftieth
measure, Rose goes over a section more than
once. Eventually, they figure out what needed
to be done.

“I was looking at measure 50 and my eyes
were seeing a 30,” Rose says. “I’m an old man.
Sorry.”
Chuckles spread across the group. Rose, who
recently finished his doctorate and is one of the
newest professors at Dordt, jokes about his age.
A medley of classic Christmas carols,
arranged in an off-kilter fashion, featured in
Friday’s concert. The Wind Symphony also
performed this piece at the University of South
Dakota before Thanksgiving break.
“You played this piece exceedingly well,”
Rose tells the band as rehearsal winds down.
“It’s obvious that you like this piece.” He then
proceeds to warn them of a few changes.
“I’d like to crank the tempo at the end,” he
says. The brass players cheer. The woodwinds,
however, are not as enthusiastic.
They start off at medium tempo, picking up

the pace as they go. By the time they reach the
end, the piece has the frenzied feel of a Russian
dance.
“How’d you like the tempo?” Rose asks. Once
again, the brass players cheer as the woodwinds
groan.
Preparation for the concert doesn’t just
take place on stage or during rehearsal. Rose
selected the music for the program months
beforehand. Once familiar with the music, he
started rehearsing with the band.
“The challenge with the ensemble is a
combination of the musicians preparing the
music individually, and then coming together
for each rehearsal to make it a whole piece,”
Rose said. “This happened very smoothly with
the ensemble this semester as the musicians
prepared well.”

Knives Out: a twist of a mystery
Zach Dirksen — Staff Writer
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Even if you haven’t read an Agatha Christie
novel, you’re probably familiar with its form.
Christie was extremely prolific, and, while her
books proved consistently entertaining, they
sometimes tend to be repetitive. We meet an
eclectic cast of characters, each with their own
quirks and eccentricities. Then, mysteriously,
one of these characters dies, clearly at the hand
of another. Next, we meet a clever but equally

eccentric investigator who interviews each
suspect, examines the clues, dodges each plot
twist, and miraculously divines the true culprit.
It’s a tried and true formula that never fails to
impress, like a dark and deadly magic trick.
In the new film Knives Out, writer-director
Rian Johnson turns that form on its head. In the
first scene of the movie, we find famed mystery
novelist Harlan Thrombey dead, presumably by
slitting his own throat. A week later, after the
funeral, the police call the members of Harlan’s
family back to his house for questioning. There,
we meet Linda, Harlan’s daughter, who runs a
successful real estate empire with her yuppie
husband Richard. We meet Walt, Harlan’s other
son, who handles his father’s vast publishing
catalog. Next, Joni, Harlan’s vapid Gwyneth
Paltrow-esque daugher-in-law. Finally, we meet
Marta Cabrera, Harlan’s young caretaker, the
daughter of an undocumented South American
immigrant.
While the police conduct their interviews, a
mysterious man sits in the background. When
asked to identify himself, the man introduces
himself as Benoit Blanc, a private investigator
of great fame. Apparently, he says, that someone
believes that Harlan was murdered, and they’ve

hired Blanc to crack the case. We have our
suspects, and we have our detective. Let the
caper begin.
To write about Knives Out is to walk a
minefield of spoilers, because one careless
detail could unravel the whole thing. That’s
how dense this movie is, and why I loved it so
much. While Christie’s novels have always been
entertaining, they’ve never been necessarily
suspenseful. We tend to find things as the
detective finds them. In Knives Out, however,
important plot elements are exposed to us long
before Blanc ever encounters them, creating a
tone of stress and suspense that compliments
the murder-mystery medium in ways that are as
unexpected as they are delightful.
James Bond actor Daniel Craig appears to be
our protagonist, playing Benoit Blanc with a
charming, deep Southern drawl, as if he’s Poirot
by way of a tobacco plantation. However, we
soon find that the film quickly shifts our point
of view to that of Marta, played brilliantly by
Ana De Armas. She’s the heart and soul of the
movie, and Johnson gives her ample time to
shine.
The rest of the cast, including Jamie Lee
Curtis, Toni Collette, Don Johnson, Michael

Shannon, and LaKeith Stanfield all bring humor
and levity to the film, a minor feat considering
the ensemble is made up of primarily dramatic
actors. Finally, an honorable mention must
be made for Chris Evans, who follows up
his Avengers Endgame performance playing
the most anti-Captain America character
imaginable, the Thrombey’s resident bad boy
Ransom.
I realize some people may have some
misgivings about Rian Johnson, especially
depending upon their view of his last film, Star
Wars: The Last Jedi. Whether you like him
or not, I really can’t recommend Knives Out
enough. Johnson’s script is funny, dark, wellcrafted, and, most of all relevant.
Knives Out, while being a throwback to classic
Agatha Christie murder-mysteries, is also a
reflection of our current times, and who we see
as heroes and villains. It’s an interesting take on
class struggle, hypocrisy, and compassion, all
rolled up into an original, highly entertaining
package. See it with the most people you
can. The collective shock, confusion, and
satisfaction was one of my favorite moviegoing experiences ever.

Service of Lessons and Carols
Allison Wordes — Staff Writer

We all have heard what Advent is about. It’s
supposed to be all kinds of things, including a
time of waiting, a time of preparation, a time
of reflection and a time of anticipation. So,
sometimes it can be confusing to know what to
focus on during the Christmas season.
On Sunday, Dec. 8, Dordt University’s Music
Department presented a Service of Lessons and
Carols to remind us of the meaning of Advent
and the Christmas season -- weaving scripture
and song in a refreshing spirit.
The Dordt Chorale joined with the brass
quintet, African drums, string quartet, harp,
piano and Professor Carrie Groenewold on the
Casavant pipe organ to create a night orienting
hearts towards Christ’s coming.
“These are the tried and true carols of our faith
heritage,” said Groenewold.
Carols chosen included “Once in Royal
David’s City,” “Hark the Herald Angels Sing”
and “Joy to the World.”
The concept of a Festival of Lessons and
Carols does not come from Dordt—it originated
even earlier, in 19th century England. During
this kind of service, scripture is read, followed
by a related Christmas carol.
“The largest difference is that it is a service
rather than a concert where Jesus is our main
show case,” said Engineering major Foster
Popken.
Rather than just another concert, this type of
gathering is meant to be a worship service where
everyone can participate. It allows listeners not
only to hear the story, but to respond to it with
the resounding, “Thanks be to God.”
Traditionally, this gathering to sing and hear

scripture is a combination of nine lessons and
carols focused on the season of advent. The
service included twelve carols: some sung only
by the Chorale, with the congregation invite to
join on others. Also, there were five different
readings by theatre Professor Laurel Koerner
and English Professor Luke Hawley, starting
with the Fall in Genesis 3 and covering the full
story of Christ into the book of John.
Revisiting this story gives us a broader scope
of the meaning of Christmas. It is a reminder
that Jesus’ story did not just start and stop in
Bethlehem but continues to a glorious ending.
The Chorale’s songs were carefully matched
to the text, filling out the story. The selections
were taken from a diverse body of music,
including exciting arrangements—from “O
Come, O Come Emmanuel” to “Go, Tell it on
the Mountain.” “Noel” even featured an African
text.
“My favorite song was probably our last song
‘Go Tell it on the Mountain,’” said Popken. “It’s
really fun to sing and hard to sing without joy!”
“Singing and hearing a variety of carols brings
cultural variety to the season,” said Groenewold.
“Christ, after all, came for the whole world.”
Experiencing Christmas music from different
backgrounds can help us be more mindful of
Jesus’ ability to bring salvation to all the world.
The pipe organ is often associated with
Christmas carols. When asked why this might
be the case, Professor Groenewold said,
“Historically, it is the best instrument for leading
singing because, as a wind instrument, it has the
ability to breathe along with the congregation.”
Not only does it have the ability to create an
entire orchestra of sounds, but it sustains notes
like a voice does, providing support for the

singers.
“Organ leadership for a singing congregation
is a long-standing tradition,” said Groenewold.
She carefully considers the text of the music
when she plays, choosing variations based
on the verse. For example, when women are
singing a specific verse, she might play a lighter,
higher combination of sounds.
“Hymns and carols are definitely an important
part of Christmas tradition!” said Freshman
Kara Jasper. “They refocus our eyes on Jesus
and the joy and rest he came to bring. [They]
also embody a lot of the warmth of Christmas.”
One of Groenewold’s favorites to play is “O
Come All Ye Faithful” from the gray psalter
hymnal. She used a clever arrangement by
British musician David Willcocks, who is
associated with the King’s College and has
done dozens of other arrangements. All the

voices of the majestic final verse “Yea, Lord,
we greet thee, born this happy morning” filled
the entirety of the B.J. Haan auditorium.
The King’s College in England is renowned
for keeping up this tradition of a Lessons
and Carols service. Every year, this service
is widely broadcasted to continue what has
become a global tradition of Advent around the
world. Dordt continues to celebrate a Service of
Lessons and Carols every other year.
So, whether Advent is waiting, anticipating,
reflecting, preparation, or all of the above,
scripture and singing are some of the best ways
to respond to another season remembering
Christ’s coming.
“All glory should always be directed towards
God,” said Jasper. “I hope we all strive to have
that focus, regardless of the type of service.”
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Dordt Men’s Basketball shows confidence as season
approaches halfway point
Caleb Pollema — Staff Writer

Comebacks. These are games that teams
dream about. These games are the reason that
teams and players put in hours of extra work
in the off-season to be able to perform in big
moments that ultimately turn a good season into
a great season.
This is exactly what happened for the Dordt
men’s basketball team on Saturday evening
against the Midland Warriors.
The Defenders trailed by nine points with only
6:11 in the game. Dordt would finish the game
on a 28 to 10 run and secured the victory by a
final of 96-87.
“The comeback was awesome for us,” said
senior forward, Josh Van Lingen. “We got a few
big defensive stops and had some guys step up
and hit big shots which got us the momentum
and the crowd going which helped carry us to
the win.”
With the win, the Defenders move to 3-3 in
GPAC play and 9-4 overall. The Defenders now
sit in 5th place in the GPAC standings behind
Northwestern.
The Defenders will head to Hastings to play
their final conference game before Christmas
where they will take on the Broncos who
currently sit at 6-5 overall and 1-4 in GPAC
play.
Following the road matchup, the Defender

will head to California over Christmas break for
two games. The Defenders are looking forward
to the trip that will not only include playing
games but also heading to a Golden State
Warriors game and visiting Alcatraz.
“The California trip will be a lot of fun and
a time for our team to bond and hangout for a
while with no worries about class,” said junior
guard, Ben Gesink. “I’m looking forward to
visiting Alcatraz the most as I’ve never been
there! We are also going to a Warriors vs.
Pelicans but sadly Curry, Thompson, and more
than like Zion are all out with injuries.”
For some of the players, this will be their first
trip to the Golden State which will provide an
exciting and new experience for them over the
semester break.
Following the trip to the West Coast,
the Defenders will return home to resume
conference play. The Defenders are excited
about the position that they are in and the
opportunities that they have in front of them.
“After Christmas break, we get into the
heart of GPAC games which are always a lot
of fun as every team is good and every game
matters in conference play,” Gesink said. “I
am looking forward to how much our team can
grow throughout the rest of the season and see
if we can’t put some runs together the rest of
the season.”
As with most teams in the middle of the

season, the Defenders are constantly looking
for ways to improve their games.
For Dordt, they realize that if they can shore up
their team defense that they will put themselves
in a great position down the stretch.
“We have talked,” said senior guard and Hull
native, Chandler Brunsting, “and we think if we
can tighten up our defense just a little bit more
every day then by the end of the season we will
be hard to beat.”
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With this on their mind, the Defenders’ goals
for the rest of the season are all very much
attainable.
“If we continue to get better every day then
we feel like we can compete in every game and
hopefully make it to Nationals by the end of the
season,” Brunsting said.
The Defenders return to the DeWitt on January
2nd to take on the Doane Tigers. The game
starts at 8pm and will be available on KDCR.

Women’s Basketball continues building strong season
Luke Drooger — Staff Writer

Following a 98-62 win on December 7th,
versus Midland, the Defender Women’s
basketball team moved to 12-1 on the season
with its lone blemish a three-point loss to the
Mustangs from Morningside.
On average, the Defenders are outscoring

their opponents by more than 25 points per
game, which is largely in part to the 113-40
victory over Waldorf that opened the season in
late October.
“We came into the season with a lot of
confidence. The beauty of spending a lot of time
together as a team is the unity we’ve built on
and off the court,” said Rachel Evavold, a senior
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fact, the Defender women have defeated two
nationally ranked GPAC teams in Northwestern
and Dakota Wesleyan. Plus they defeated
Jamestown, a team who is being recognized
nationally, 77-58.
Coming off a season in which the Defenders
finished their season in the national tournament,
people might think the Defender Women’s
Basketball team might feel pressure to do better
during the 2019-2020 season.
Evavold said, “We don’t necessarily feel any
added pressure from our season a year ago, but
we have created lofty but realistic goals and
expectations as a team because we know what
we can do as a team if we work hard and play
together.”
The Defenders have more than half of their
season remaining, but they aren’t going to
slow down any time soon. Coming back from
Christmas break they have a crucial stretch of
conference games and they would appreciate
help from their amazing fans. Join them in the
De Witt Gymnasium!

Dordt hockey team moves
past adversity
Connor Van Hulzen — Staff Writer
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from Bloomington, Minnesota.
Evavold is putting together an impressive
senior campaign, averaging 9.8 points per game
and 5.2 rebounds per game. Most remarkably,
she is doing so by shooting over 60% from the
field and nearly 85% from the free throw line.
The Dordt women’s basketball team easily
identified their roles on the team. Having
10 or more girls who can enter the game
and contribute is a big part of their success,
especially when each player knows they don’t
have to do more than they’re capable of.
The 5th ranked Defenders are led by Erika
Feenstra, a junior from Hull who is averaging
21.7 points per game and 6.6 rebounds per
game. When in need of a score, Dordt will often
turn to Feenstra to do just that.
The Defenders also receive big contributions
from a less familiar face, Karly Gustafson,
a freshmen from Ethan, South Dakota. She
leads Dordt in rebounds with 6.8 per game.
The Dordt Defenders aren’t 12-1 because they
don’t play tough competitions. As a matter of

The Dordt Defenders hockey team has
experienced some hardships in its first year as
an official school-sponsored varsity team after
previously existing as a club team. However,
what makes this team different from others is
how they handled those hardships.
The main hardship the team faced is the limited
number of defensemen on their team. The Dordt
hockey team has only five defensemen on their
roster, whereas the average hockey team will
have anywhere from seven to nine defensemen
on a roster. Instead of the normal three or four
pairings of two defensemen, the Defenders
are left with only two pairs of two and one
leftover. This inconvenience hasn’t stopped the
team from achieving improved results when
comparing to last year, however.
Senior goalie Bryce Andry said, “It’s been
difficult, but we’ve seen a growing bond
between the guys we have. Unfortunately,
having so few guys is hard, but the coaches
have done a great job of making it work.”
With more wins through 13 games this season

than they had in all 19 games last season (4
and 2, respectively), the Defenders have been
very competitive despite their shortage of
defensemen.
Sophomore forward Rylan Brue said, “Our
results have definitely been surprising. I think
we kind of surprised ourselves. It helps that our
defensemen have returned from last year and
that our goaltending has been good; it lets our
forwards create chaos up front.”
Andry also said that their results so far were
more than the team itself expected.
“We’d definitely like a few more wins, but
unfortunately some games against easier
competition were canceled,” said Andry.
“We’ve been competitive with the tougher
teams we’ve played. We go to Colorado each
season, and this has absolutely been our best
season in the past few years.”
While the Defenders will take nearly a monthlong break between games over the Christmas
break, they will be ready to get back on the ice
with their next games coming on January 17th
and 18th against the University of NebraskaOmaha at the All Seasons Center.
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Female tenor, Haemi Kim Engage Global:
about God’s world
Evangeline Colarossi — Staff Writer

Departments and classes change every
semester as professors try to adapt to new
teaching methods or to improve their curriculum.
This year, Professor Ryan Smit decided to try a
change in Chorale. He would include a female
voice in the Tenor section.
Haemi Kim is a senior Digital Media major at
Dordt and has sung in a couple of Dordt’s choirs
over the years. She has alternated between
singing in Bella Voce, the all-female choir, and
Chorale, the mixed choir. Though she has been
singing in choir since elementary school, this is
her first time singing tenor.
“I was excited to try to [sing] tenor part as I
always wanted to sing in a comfortable range,”
said Kim. “I had to use a lot of head voice and
falsetto for the women’s part because it was
quite high for me.”
Being in the tenor section helped Kim be able
to sing in a comfortable range and allow her
voice to develop over continual practice. Kim
feels like she has been able to improve as a
singer because of this, though it has still been a
challenge in some areas.
“It was funny to learn that there were some
higher parts in a piece where I couldn’t reach
while some of the other guys could. But there
were also lower parts where it was a little hard
for me to reach as well, and I had to practice to
hit those notes as well.”
Kim’s family loves to sing, and her passion for
singing has developed from that. She believes
that tenor fits her voice better and wants to

Yage Wang — Staff Writer

Photo from Haemi Kim
continue singing in that range.
“I actually wanted to try to be in this section
since high school because of my low voice but
wasn’t able to,” said Kim. “Professor Smit was
the first conductor who actually acknowledged
that I would be able to sing tenor, which I was
thankful for.”
Chorale sang in a service of lessons and carols
on Sunday evening, during which Kim sang
tenor. Her favorite song was “Silent Night” for
various reasons.
“The overall song was really good, especially
the climax. The different notes blending
together made such a beautiful sound, and I
really enjoyed it,” said Kim. “Also, this was
the song that I was passionate about singing
and was able to do it because it was in a perfect
range for me.”
Some changes to departments stick while
others don’t. Kim has learned that this change
has allowed her to develop as a singer and truly
enjoy singing in a comfortable range. Over the
years, maybe the tenor section will continue to
grow, allowing others to experience the same
growth.

Nursing department welcomes Mindy De Jager
Evangeline Colarossi — Staff Writer

With a new nursing department comes new
instructors. This year, Dordt graduate Mindy
De Jager returned to her alma mater to teach in
the field she has spent years practicing in.
De Jager graduated from Dordt in 1999 and
continued her education at Creighton, earning
her BSN in 2000. She got married and then went
on to study at Briar Cliff. She graduated in 2014
as an Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner
and a Master of Nursing in Science. The degree
allowed her to be an advanced practicing
provider, which was her main objective.
De Jager called Dordt to see what teaching
would require, so she knew that obtaining her
Masters would allow her to teach. Though it
was an opportunity that she had set herself up
for, it was not her priority at the time.
After working as a nurse for 14 years and a
nurse practitioner for 6 years, De Jager accepted
her first teaching position. She now teaches
full-time in the nursing department, and works
in health services on campus. She sees this as a
way to continue with her hands-on experience,
while also teaching others to do the same.
De Jager grew up in Rock Valley, IA, and
attended Dordt for her undergraduate studies.
Though it’s been twenty years since she
graduated, she recalls seeing current faculty as
students, like Aaron Baart and “Flyin’ Brian”
Hoekstra.
“I love the students, my coworkers, Dordt,”
said De Jager. “It’s a lot different from when I

was here, though.”
The people on campus aren’t the only thing
that has changed.
“We’re more open to learning and hearing
about other denominations and religions,” De
ager said. “They’re still teaching the Reformed
background, but we’re more diversified. But
they’re keeping the core the same.”
De Jager also feels like the school is more
open to accepting cocurricular activities. She
played volleyball during her four years as a
student but would receive unexcused absences
when she missed classes for a game.
“Now, Dordt sees all of these cocurriculars as
part of what makes the person be their student,
and I like that.”
When asked what her favorite part of the
position is, De Jager said, “The enthusiasm and
the interest of learning what I’m teaching. It’s
so new to the students, it’s fun to see them learn
new ideas and new concepts. It’s fun to get to be
the first one to teach that to them.”
De Jager says that the most important aspect
she wants students to take away lies not just in
the hands-on aspect of being a nurse, but also in
being a Christian that loves well.
“Living in a secular world, we need to have
students be knowledgeable in content,” said De
Jager. “But I also want them to take away how
to take care of patients in other lifestyles with
the core concepts of Dordt and do so in a gracefilled manner. Value them as an individual, but
being able to still be a Christian and take care
of them.”

On November 22, a group of Dordt students
set off for a two-day’s off-campus activity
in Minneapolis, Minnesota. This is not the
first time that Dordt offered opportunities for
students to dive into diverse cultures, to collect
practical communication experiences, and to
build up community relationships. During
this short training period, Engage Global
encourages the students to consider their lives
from a more spiritual perspective and examine
how a Christian’s individual story fits into
God’s story.
Engage Global is a nonprofit organization for
missionary pursuits. Its mission is to assist and
equip people who are interested in missionary
works. During the two-days’ training, students
were exposed to unfamiliar cultural situations
like local markets and simulation games to
accommodate and to learn cultural differences.
Many students learned the significance of
missionary work, while also expanding their
cultural experience.
James Ryan, a senior Marketing major
student, only went to Engage Global because he
was looking for a chance to grow in faith.
“I went from not wanting to be a missionary to
wanting become a missionary,” Ryan said. “So
now I’m gonna try a training to see if God wants
me to become a missionary.”
Other than significantly changing attitudes
towards missionary works, some students
reexamine their lives in United States after
coming back from Engage Global. Jacquelyn
Geels, a junior Education major student, went
for Engage Global twice, leading the trip the
second time. Geels was deeply touched by a
documentary she watched for the training that
revealed the unequal treatment of people from
different religions and cultures.
“After I watched the documentary (I had
questions like) why I was born into this family

Learning

that I have the opportunity to come to Dordt
and to know the gospels. I feel I just take it for
granted my whole life. And it’s like, what I’m
gonna do with it,” Geels says, “because now
that I know that there are people who don’t have
access to it.”
After coming back from Engage Global,
Geels shared her experiences to more people.
“At first I didn’t know that being a missionary
can have more roles to play besides someone
just going far away,” she said. “And now I see
that there are many stuffs that I can be doing at
Dorst on campus. Some of them are so simple
that you don’t necessary think about it having
gone to Engage Global, now I see the world
through new lens.”
Michael Buma, a senior Engineering major
student who has also been to Engage Global
twice, believes that this small trip is a great
opportunity for students to get informed of
different cultures, not only about missionary
works.
“Engage Global sparks a lot of interests on a lot
different areas. It doesn’t change world view but
it can add perspectives, different perspectives at
least,” Buma said. “Engage Global is not solely
focused on getting people in mission field. But
rather, it focuses on being faithful to God with
where we’re at. And engaging in the nations
in different ways, whether that will be in our
local churches, our community, our school, or
wherever God might have us.”
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A season of giving: paper
products drive

Hannah Van Otterloo— Staff Writer

Christmas is the season of giving, and one
opportunity presented on Dordt’s campus these
past few weeks is the Paper Products Drive
for CAASA (Center Against Abuse & Sexual
Assault).
CAASA is an organization that provides free
and confidential services to victims of Sexual
Assault in Northwest Iowa counties, including
Sioux County. Some of the services include a
24/7 hotline, counseling, and emergency shelter.
“We’re collecting paper products of all sorts
like toilet paper, paper towels, napkins, plates,
paper cups,” said Caitie Fagen, a senior theology
major with an emphasis in youth ministry.
Fagen is helping with the Paper Products Drive.
“They’re even taking… hygiene products and
hand soap if that interests someone to donate.”
The drive started on Saturday, November 23,
and continued through Wednesday, December
11. People collected products from stations at
chapel and the NCDC finals.

While the first part of the drive lacked in
success, Fagen remained hopeful things would
pick up. “I think another email is supposed to
go out soon. Hopefully that will push people
to even donate like something they have in
their room. [It] doesn’t need to be a lot. Just
something is nice.”
Fagen got involved with the project through
interning with campus ministries this year.
She works with Elyse Tavary, who spearheads
the community outreach program on campus.
The two work to find new ways to help the
community.
There are many reasons to give to the drive,
according to Fagen. Helping the community of
Sioux Center and Northwest Iowa is valuable,
she said, and it’s important to start the habit of
giving at a young age so it becomes natural as
we grow older.
“You only really have to give one or two
things, and honestly, it’s less than $5,” Fagen
said. “It’s Christmas; it’s a season of giving,
right?”

Seniors sit down for a last meal with the president
Yee Lim Shin— Staff Writer

Every year, before the fall semester ends,
President Hoekstra hosts a dinner for seniors
graduating early or studying off-campus spring
semester. This is a chance for them to have a
meal with the president and get advice before
heading off into their careers.
The dinner tradition started when President
Hoekstra first became president of Dordt.
Dordt’s board had built the Founders Room so
that students could interact with the president.
Like the CORE-100 dinners, the President
Dinner is set up so each student can personally
chat with the president. Each table has one

empty seat where President Erik Hoekstra or
Dr. Barb Hoekstra go to sit down and talk with
the students during a course of a meal.
The dinner also serves as a chance for
President Hoekstra to hear from students before
they graduate.
“They’re just trying to learn a bit about our
experiences [by asking] some questions,” senior
agriculture business major Eric Hembrough
said, “Since we’ve had the most experience out
of the students at Dordt, they want to get our
feedback before we take off.”
The seniors are asked a couple of questions.
For example: What would they tell a prospective
student about Dordt, things that should or

should not be changed at Dordt, their favorite
memories there, and things they like about
Dordt.
“President Hoekstra and Dr. Hoekstra did a
devotion, but then they also sent us off with
different advice,” senior social work major
Holly Testerman said, “They did a really good
job of sharing their wisdom with us and trying
to do their best to prepare us for what comes
after college.”
Staff from the Career Development Center
and Alumni Office came to discuss the services
available to seniors post-graduation. They also
talked about financial and life advice, and gave
out handouts. One featured “Words of Wisdom”

by the Hoekstras.
“Barb and I, when we first started these dinners,
said, ‘What should we say to the students before
they leave?’ We came up with ten things that we
think are very, very important,” said President
Hoekstra.
Chief amongst that list is the importance of
being involved with a community and putting
God first. The President Dinner for seniors is a
way for the Hoekstras to connect with students
one last time before they head out into the
world.
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